CHAT CONVERSATION FROM INTRAMURALS WEBINAR

From Justin Toth: Sorry folks, I don't have a mic or a webcam. Can you explain what Kahoot quizzes are?

From Kevin: Kahoot is an online tool where people can sign in using their phone and it's like a live quiz. I've seen it used in classrooms as well. I can send you a link to Kahoot after the training is over.

From Jenna Smith: Kahoot is an online platform for quizzes. You pop it up on a powerpoint and they answer on their phones.

From Jenna Smith: True and false, multiple choice, can even share video clips.

From Justin Toth: cool, thanks.

From Justin Toth: All of our part-time staff at Guelph are Emergency First Aid and CPR certified and I take all our Intramural admin staff and referees through a concussion awareness and education training module.

From Chad Van Dyk: Same with Mount Royal University, we require all of our officials to be first aid certified. We encourage Scorekeepers as well, but not required.

From Justin Toth: This past year, I also took my Intramural admin (staff leads) through Safetalk Training which is a in class mental health certification.

From mlocker: All Intramural convenors at Brock are first Aid certified and have gone through concussion awareness and education training but intramural officials are not necessarily trained.

From umgerarm: All of our officials must attend one of two mandatory first aid training sessions before Intramurals starts, but it is not for certification. It is a basic 1-hour course that is taught by a certified professional about first aid basics.

From jennifer: Jenn from UBC Okanagan. we have a student team looking after our First Aid. They come to all our Special Events and Intramurals. EFRT-Emergency First Response Team-student volunteers intended to give student first response training and practical application of those skills. they have students on call and can be on the scene in 3-5 minutes. They do not replace the EMS or professional medical care.

From Justin Toth: We are looking at it (SportsRisk) but have developed something in house with our head athletic therapist who covers our varsity teams.

From tucker: All of our Campus Rec staff are First Aid certified. I am all events and follow the OCAA Concussion Code of Conduct.

From Justin Toth: I developed a remove From play and return to play protocol this year for IM and Clubs, and I'm happy to share if anyone would like a copy.

From Kevin: @Justin that would be great if you can share that around!
From Justin Toth: We switched all of our fun leagues over to open leagues this semester.

From mlocker: Justin, can you send it my way too?

From Justin Toth: we are getting specific backlash on our campus From using the specific term "coed"

From Justin Toth: Yea, it's worked well for us at Guelph but we have also seen a decline in female participants in our fun leagues since we no longer have women's only fun leagues.

From ParsonsC: @Tristan, do you have any restrictions on the number of teams participants can play on?

From Justin Toth: We are considering changing the terminology of our coed competitive leagues next season to be called mixed leagues.

From Tristan: We do yes, but that didn't change with the naming change.

From Justin Toth: Spikeball!

From mlocker: spikeball

From Justin Toth: Pickleball was hot for a few years but has started to fizzle out.

From mlocker: at Brock we started a pickleball league this year (just starting)

From Giulia: Would like to do trivia days.

From Justin Toth: We are trying to tackle e-gaming but we are struggling to find the best way to break into that genre.

From mlocker: We are also starting to offer other non-traditional recreation activities like cake decorating, knitting ect. but not as an intramural.

From shaneisha.weir: HCC has cricket at one of our campus. It's not on the level of intramurals but is very popular based on the demographics at that campus.

From Jenna Smith: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ZOH86mQnUbg0YBP9K4DBC05xPnyOmlDHZAE0wlgR4JE/edit?usp=sharing

From Jenna Smith: If you joined late don't forget to fill this out!

From shaneisha.weir: We also do broad game socials and have e-sports tournaments at our 6 campuses.

From shaneisha.weir: board*

From Justin Toth: Our staff are going to see Durham College in the coming weeks as they just opened a state of the art e-gamming studio on their campus.
From mlocker: We had added a morning volleyball league quite a few years ago now but now has fizzled out a little bit

From mlocker: Friday afternoon basketball

From Justin Toth: We do a lunch time recess league aimed at staff, grad students and faculty

From Justin Toth: We try to play throwback activities

From Justin Toth: scooter dodgeballs, capture the flag, waterbaloon fight, kickball etc...

From mlocker: EXTREME intramurals (different intramural sport each week) and also a MYSTERY league (different NON intramural sport each week. sports can include wallyball, cricket, lacrosse, scooter soccer, floorball, broomball, goalball)

From Justin Toth: At Guelph they started running classes over the dinner period 5:30 pm - 7:00 pm which have been killing us lately

From shaneisha.weir: We are in the process of starting an e-sports league for our online students. Have you guys done anything recreational with your online students.

From Jenna Smith: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/BG6K2N9

From Jenna Smith: Please fill out this surgery as well!! Love to get your feedback.

From Justin Toth: We are going to pilot the Geex platform that partnered up with IMLeagues. I participated in their Beta testing but I want to try it with some actual students.

From Justin Toth: https://www.geex.gg/

From Kevin: I've got to sign off. I've got a radio interview I've got to do. Hope everyone learned something insightful!

From Justin Toth: Yes, sorry I have a 4pm so I have to log off now as well. Thanks all!

From Jenna Smith: Thanks Kevin!!

From Tristan: Thanks Everyone

From mlocker: Thank you all!